Elemental imaging and resolution in energy-filtered conventional electron microscopy.
Energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy (EFEM) was used to image the distributions of uranium and carbon in uranyl acetate stained catalase crystals. The spatial resolution obtained from inelastic C K-edge and U O4,5-edge images, determined from the highest-order reflection in the computed diffraction pattern, was 3.4 nm for both carbon and uranium. The resolution limit imposed by the delocalization of inelastic scattering was estimated from cross-section measurements to be 0.6 nm for U and 0.2 nm for C. Considering both delocalization and the effects of microscope aberrations, for an objective lens chromatic aberration coefficient of 2.8 mm and 10 eV energy window, the calculated resolutions are 2.0 nm for C and 1.2 nm for U. The effects of plural inelastic and elastic-inelastic scattering were sufficiently large to show crystalline structure in unprocessed pre-edge inelastic images. Previously suggested methods for eliminating these artifacts were applied to obtain the compositional information in the catalase EFEM images.